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A CRITICAL ENQUIRY INTO 

THE VENICE BIENNALE AND ITS EFFECTS ON 

THE LIFE OF THE CITY

This document investigates the connections between Venice and the Biennale; the activities which 
link the institution to the city at the local level and the ways in which it connects Venice to the 
rest of the world. This investigation aims to unpick some of the synergies and conflicts which 
surround the Biennale, its dominant position in the Venetian economy and its resonance in the 
global art and architecture markets.  The aim is to stimulate discussion on the distribution of 
human capital and economic flows, the effects of the different spatial uses within the historic city; 
this paper culminates with suggested watchpoints for future curators and exhibitors.  This study 
was carried out during the XVI Architecture Biennale but also refers to previous editions.  It is 
based on observations, collected data, interviews and media reports.

Over the years, We Are Here Venice has provided support and material contributions to curators 
of the international exhibition (David Chipperfield, 2012), national pavilions (Switzerland, 2014; 
Great Britain, since 2010; USA, France, and Antigua & Barbuda, 2018) as well as collateral and 
peripheral events.  This study was prompted as much by We Are Here Venice’s need to justify 
resources used for Biennale-related work as by the motivations outlined above.

We invite anyone with further thoughts on the subject and ideas on how to approach these 
issues to join our working group on “The Language of Value”.  Please send your details to                               
info@weareherevenice.org with “Biennale metabolism” in the subject line.



La Biennale di Venezia is a global cultural event and a significant mechanism 
within the metabolism of contemporary Venice.  It has grown considerably 
since its inception in 1895; it now extends over most of the historic city and 
is beginning to appear elsewhere in the environs of Venice.  The exhibition 
involves large international exhibitions, featuring more than 80 national 
participants, and a multitude of collateral events and initiatives. In addition, 
a growing number of parallel exhibitions take place with the intention of 
capturing the Biennale visitors and emulating the Biennale approach to 
operating in Venice.

However, while the Biennale might draw the world’s gaze to Venice, it is 
of vital importance to investigate how this serves the interests of the city 
and its residents.  Exhibitors clearly benefit from the extraordinary backdrop 
and visitors never tire of the pleasures of spending time in Venice, but the 
serious threats to both its historic urban fabric and future as a living city tend 
to remain in the shadows.

This report was formulated as a response to the increasing awareness of the 
disconnect between the Biennale and Venice.  The intention is to explicitly 
examine the growing relationship between the institution and the city and, 
where possible, objectively analyse both the positive and negative aspects of 
the perceived aims and outcomes of this dynamic.  The inferences presented 
in this study are case specific but establish key watchpoints and assemble 
the main parameters for future debate.  The question is not whether Venice 
should host the Biennale: it is a significant reality.  But should Venice be 
getting more from the Biennale, and vice versa? 

This report marks the beginning of We Are Here Venice’s efforts to objectively 
clarify some of the present dynamics, following years of observation and 
in the context of a continuous, ongoing research process.  The size and 
influence of the Biennale institution means it is, and will continue to be, 
crucial in determining the future of the city.  This analytical process aims to 
aid the explicit definition of the Biennale’s role in the contemporary city.  This 
study explores the critical parameters of the long-term sustainability of both 
the institution and Venice as the host city; ensuring that in 10 or even 50 
years, Venice is a thriving living city, rather than the theme park that many 
fear it may become.

The city of Venice exists within a delicate lagoon ecosystem.  The Venetian 
Lagoon has been subject to major human intervention since the fifteenth 
century and, as such, the boundary between ‘natural’ and ‘manmade’ IN
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is blurred.  The issues faced today are a question of 
scale.  The lagoon has sustained, and been sustained 
by, centuries of human inhabitation and incremental 
alteration, but the accumulation of pollution and the growth 
of shipping - with the associated large-scale erosion and 
loss of sediments - within the lagoon clearly threaten the 
fragile ecosystem.

In the last seventy years, Venice has lost two-thirds of 
the essential saltmarsh habitats of the lagoon while its 
resident population has fallen by the same proportion 
(currently only 53,000 in the historic city).  The weight of 
global fascination with Venice’s built heritage has resulted 
in a tourism monoculture which drives the resident 
exodus.1  Venice is subject to 30 million visitor presences 
each year;2 this iconic city is simultaneously sustained 
and destroyed by tourism.3  Continuing depopulation must 
be urgently addressed.4  In order for Venice to remain a 
living city, a language of value must be developed which 
sees the significance not only of The Stones of Venice, but 
the unique amphibious culture which built and maintains 
them.5

This singular, precious and fragile city is the paradigm: none 
of the issues facing Venice are unique but the complexity 
of the historic city and its symbiotic relationship with the 
lagoon and mainland territories makes the combination 
of factors and their effects all the more apparent.  As the 
pressures of climate change begin to be felt around the 
world, Venice is at the forefront: the increases in global 
sea levels are felt most acutely in a city whose urban form 
is permeated by water and entirely subject to the tides.

Venice’s persistence over the centuries has not been 
easily won: it is the result of a strong culture of innovation 
and the constant, conscious management of interrelating 
physical, human and natural factors within the lagoon 
system.  Significant changes have been taking place for a 
long time: the pavement level in the majority of the city has 
already been raised to a height of between 1 and 1.2m to 
reduce the flooding caused by chronically high tides.6  The 
point has now been reached where these ‘local’ measures 
are no longer sufficient to retain the use of the ground 
floors in many buildings and guarantee mobility during 
increasingly frequent flood events.7  A strategic planning 
approach is necessary in order to secure the future of the 
city.

The first step towards addressing these problems is raising 
awareness of their existence and stimulating debate on 
the topics involved.  We Are Here Venice endeavours to 
provide reliable, fixed points of information around which 

1. For data analysis which 
contrasts the increasing 
numbers of tourist rentals with 
contemporary depopulation 
trends see Boigenzahn et al, 
2016.  For the Municipality’s 
annual tourism report see Città 
di Venezia, 2017.

2. The tourism load in Venice is 
measured in daily presences, 
rather than absolute visitor 
figures.  This means that 
within the 30 million yearly 
presences, a single individual 
who stayed for 6 days counts 
as 6 units, while a visitor who 
stays for only 6 hours, will 
count as 1 unit. As explained in 
COSES, 2009.

3. Settis, 2014.

4. Since 1993 the average annual 
loss of residents in the historic 
city has ranged between 470 
to 839 (current situation), 
averaging at a loss of 690 
residents per year; see Stefano 
Morosinato, 2018.  Venice lost 
11% of its resident population 
in the 10 years 2007-2017. 
During that time the exodus 
combined with mortality ranged 
from 1 to 4.2 people per day. 
For the month of December 
2018, the loss of residents was 
more than 3 people per day; 
see Angeli, 2019.

5. See Pastor, 2019.

6.  The pavements have been 
raised relative to the reference 
water level, which is now 30cm 
below today’s average water 
level.  This means that any 
tides of +80cm directly impact 
accessibility and mobility, while 
damaging the built fabric and 
accelerating maintenance 
requirements.



meaningful debates can take place, helping to find long term solutions 
which work for the city, and relate to the rest of the world.8

This study was provoked by the Freespace theme (2018) 
for the Architecture Biennale and curators’ claims that 
the exhibition would be ostensibly more sensitive to 
Venice.  The aim is not to provide an exhaustive study: 
the limited time and resources available means there is 
simply too much material to consider.  This is, instead, an 
attempt to purposefully observe and analyse the effects 
of the Biennale; to take stock at this critical moment and 
highlight examples which might serve to better understand 
the institution’s contemporary role, or raise questions in 
the minds of future organisers, contributors, visitors and 
residents.7. Description of the incomplete, 

corruption-ridden mobile 
barriers project for the lagoon 
is beyond the scope of this 
paper.  See Salvatore Settis, 
2014; Anna Somers Cocks, 
2017; Marcello Rossi, 2018; 
Alberto Vitucci, 2018 (a); Ibid, 
2018 (b); Ibid, 2019.

8. We Are Here Venice’s 
ongoing poster and sticker 
campaign, which began in 
September 2017, is a relevant 
illustration of the organisations’ 
methods.  Concise, informative 
statements, extracted from 
reliable, peer reviewed 
sources (scientific journals and 
institutional reports) have been 
distributed throughout Venice 
via the Municipal billboard 
service and in sticker format 
for international circulation; see 
Eleonora Sovrani, 2018 (a).  
In March 2018, We Are Here 
Venice wrote to the curators of 
the national pavilions, inviting 
them to include a few of these 
stickers in their vernissage 
press packs.  The inclusion 
would signal solidarity with 
the people of Venice calling 
for an end to cruise ships in 
the lagoon and the associated 
threats to the environment 
while endorsing a global 
appeal for more evidence-
based policy making.  Twenty 
pavilions and collateral events 
responded positively; see 
Gabriella Gilmour, 2018.  
#thefuturestartsnow

“The fragility of both the 
city and the lagoon have 
been a cause of local and 
international concern on a 
regular basis since 1797.  It 
is hard to say whether the 
islands in the lagoon and 
their patrimony are any more 
at risk than they were at the 
time of Napoleon.”

Margaret Plant
Venice: Fragile City, 2002



What is the role of the Biennale with respect to the future of Venice?

Can the Biennale only raise awareness of the issues which face the contemporary city?  
Can the institution itself and/or those who participate in its events have a more direct 
impact?

Is ‘awareness’ enough of an aim for an institution as far-reaching and influential as the 
Biennale?

The Biennale is a key mechanism within the contemporary city for restoration, as the 
Arsenale so clearly illustrates, but the question remains: what happens once these 
exceptional sites have been restored?

How can the Biennale aid the revitalisation process and potential of the under-utilised 
northern area of the Arsenale, especially with regard to public access and everyday 
logistics?

Can the Biennale continue its model of restoration but release some spaces for (even 
temporary) local use or integrate more local productive activities in its business model, 
thereby expanding its connectivity to the local economy on a more continuous basis?

President Baratta’s policy of expansion has been highly successful, but the Biennale 
has reached a size so great that the quality of the visitor experience is becoming 
compromised: it is almost impossible to see and fully appreciate the entire exhibition.  
What will the future development policy of the Biennale be?  

Who is the Biennale really for and who benefits from it?

How can Biennale events seeking engagement with the local population be genuinely 
effective, considering the ticketing and access restrictions? 

Is the Biennale’s impact limited to each six month exhibition period or can each year 
have a more lasting legacy?

How can such a large temporary event become more sustainable in the context of the 
local economy and social dynamics?

QUESTIONS 
WHICH HAVE 
FRAMED THE 
INVESTIGATION
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120 years.  The first International Art Exhibition was hosted in the Giardini, 
in 1895.   This first event was met with public acclaim, drawing in 224,000 
visitors.9  To put this into context: while the Art Biennale may now draw 
more than 615,000 visitors, the Architecture Biennale has only recently 
surpassed the draw of the first event, eliciting 228,000 visitors in 2014.10  
These contemporary events are aided by the growth in global modern 
tourism, cheap travel and the extension of the Biennale period from three 
to six months.

The first national pavilion within the Giardini (Belgian) was opened in 1907; 
the site now exhibits contributions from 30 nations.  The inauguration of 
the Architecture Biennale in 1980 saw the Biennale first reach beyond the 
confines of the Giardini and into the Corderie of the Arsenale.  President 
Baratta (1998-2001, 2008-today) has actively advocated a policy of 
expansion throughout his two tenures and, since 1999, the Biennale has 
promoted a program for extensive enhancement of the Arsenale site.  Largely 
derelict, the Arsenale was once the beating heart of the Venetian Republic, 
home to the shipyards and armouries which provided the Republic’s naval 
power.  Restoration efforts by the Biennale have seen the renovation of the 
Teatro alle Tese (2000), Teatro Piccolo Arsenale (2000) and the Giardino 
delle Vergini (2009).  

In 2013, the Italian state gifted two-thirds of the Arsenale site to the city 
of Venice;11 the southern half was leased to the Biennale rent-free.  It has 
continued its restoration works and opened the first section of the Sale 
d’Armi to the public in 2015.  As more and more of the Arsenale is restored, 
more of this significant historic site is opened to the public for the first time 
in Venice’s history.

However interviews with local residents make it clear that the expansion of 
the Biennale is not always seen in a positive light.  In a city which is already 
choked by the relentless expansion of tourism-related activities, there 
is an air of resentment towards an institution which has expanded so far 
and feeds the appetite for transitory uses of the saturated city.  Attendance 
peaks during the first few months and then again at the end of the exhibition, 
with vernissage and finissage weeks providing particularly heavy loads for 
Venice’s public transport and narrow streets.  While visitors to the Biennale 
tend to be a different demographic to the ‘hit and run’ day-trippers, who are 
less sustainable in practical and economic terms, the distinction can seem 
superficial to residents who feel their city is under siege.



ART BIENNALE VISITOR NUMBERS OVER TIME
Data from: Di Martino, Storia della Biennale di Venezia
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The spatial expansion of the Biennale has often been justified 
as a necessity to draw ever increasing visitor numbers to the 
exhibitions.  While the recent trends have shown steadily 
increased visitor numbers, analysis of the historic visitor 
statistics provides an interesting counterpoint to these 
claims.12  It is a commonly held view that the Biennale takes 
spaces out of long-term, continuous usage which might 
otherwise be developed by local businesses.  With the main 
(Art and Architecture) events spanning more than six months 
of every year, with varying amounts of time for installation and 
de-installation, it feels to some as though the city is constantly 
either hosting or preparing to host the next display-based 
cultural activity.

In contrast, the city administration together with VELA (the 
municipal agency that manages the northern Arsenale) have 
so far failed to secure permanent activities for the partially 
restored, vacant buildings.  Since the agency took over the 
area five years ago, the spaces have been used sporadically 

9. A much higher proportion 
of these visitors would have 
been local when compared 
to contemporary visitor 
statistics.

10. All quoted statistics are 
available on the Biennale 
website; see La Biennale di 
Venezia, “History”.

11. The other third of the 
Arsenale site remains in use 
by the Italian navy.

12. See La Biennale di Venezia, 
“Recent Years”; Enzo di 
Martino, 2003.

for meetings, temporary exhibitions and conferences, large 
parties and corporate product launches.  There are a variety 
of proposals which would seek to see the area used in a 
more productive way.  Of these, the group Forum Futuro 
Arsenale advocates a diverse approach to the regeneration 
of the Arsenale, which marries the site’s maritime heritage 
and cultural value to the future use of the spaces.13 For this 
to be viable, however, a north-south axis through and across 
the southern Biennale area is necessary to facilitate access 
to the northern Arsenale; accommodating the Biennale but 
stimulating the economic growth of the northern side, which is 
currently so disconnected from the rest of the city.

Over the years, the Biennale has spread far beyond the 
confines of the Giardini and Arsenale sites and now penetrates 
most of the historic city.  In 2017, 23 collateral events took 
place and 33 nations were represented in dispersed locations 
around Venice.  In addition to the 12.8 hectares of the two 
main Biennale sites, the Biennale Bacheca lists an additional 

13. See Forum Futuro Arsenale, 
2018.



49.1 hectares of potential exhibition spaces available for 
rent within the Municipality, for exhibitions and collateral 
events.14  This is larger than the entire sestiere of San 
Marco (45.1 hectares) and almost four times the size of 
the officially designated Biennale sites.

The spaces listed on the Bacheca vary greatly in size 
and scale; ranging from 10,000 sqm full-time exhibition 
spaces to 40 sqm shop floors.  Some of these spaces, 
particularly the smaller ones, make use of the Biennale 
to provide extra income or to cover the costs of inevitable 
maintenance and building works.  A shop floor might be 
emptied and used to host an exhibition one year, with the 
money then used to complete renovation works or pay for 
a new shop fit-out.  Equally, letting spaces to the Biennale 
can help to cover the costly maintenance of historic 
palazzi while also permitting public access to beautiful but 
privately owned sites.  Pervasive mixed feelings surround 
the Biennale’s dominant use of space and its possible 
suffocation of alternative, more permanent, uses.15  Future 
policy for collateral events must take a more strategic 
approach (at either the institutional level of the Biennale 
or the Municipality in their permissions policy) to ensure 
they are sensitive to the socio-economic development of 
Venice.

Within this context, the Freespace theme of the XVI 
Architecture Biennale in 2018 was particularly pertinent.  
Many curators interpreted Freespace as a provocation to 
connect more with Venice as a host city, rather than simply 
as a beautiful backdrop.  On closer examination, however, 
Venice was less present than one might expect.

Venice appeared conceptually in the British Pavilion’s 
‘Island’ and was intervened upon directly by Canada’s 
‘Canada Builds/Rebuilds a Pavilion in Venice’.  The lagoon 
ecosystem was explored with research and a series of 
talks in the Lithuanian Pavilion’s ‘The Swamp School’.  The 
USA’s ‘Dimensions of Citizenship’ devised a special off-
site module to explore local modes of community-driven 
urban spatial practices.  The Czech and Slovak Pavilion 
shed light on the issues of contemporary depopulation 
in UNESCO cities.  However, the question remains: is 
conceptual self-reference and raised awareness sufficient 
for Venice, when the local movements which continuously 
fight for the future of the city are relatively weak in terms of 
international visibility or influence?

The Scottish Pavilion took a more interactive approach 
to their connection with Venice and opted to create 
a space which would be available to any person or 
organisation who wanted to use it, under the umbrella 

14. La Biennale di Venezia, 
“Bacheca Biennale”.

15. The occupation of the city 
by Biennale-related activities 
is further analysed by 
Scheppe, 2018.

16. Quote from the flyer 
distributed by the Pavilion.

“We have become even more 
acutely aware, during these 
last months, of the unique 
location of La Biennale in the 
city of Venice. Our intention is 
that the Exhibition will make 
a connection with this unique 
city. Not in a direct way, 
but in terms of  heightening 
awareness.”

Yvonne Farrel & 
Shelley Mcnamara
Freespace Introduction 2018

The Czech and Slovak Pavilion exhibition, by Kateřina Šedá and Hana Jirmusová Lazarowitz, 
explored the depopulation of historic city centres and over-tourism using a fictional company: 
UNES-CO.  A play on words in Czech, the name has a double meaning: UNES (bear) - CO 
(corporation/what).  The intention was to draw attention to “the plight of towns on the UNESCO 
World Heritage List that are overburdened by tourism.”16  The video feed featured footage of 
actors engaging in ostensibly ‘normal’ activities in the streets of Český Krumlov, but the issues 
raised are just as relevant to Venice’s survival as a living city.  The proposal - to pay families to 
‘visibly engage in normal life’ during peak tourist season - highlighted the theatricised aspects 
of the tourism industry; while its direct relevance to Venice was limited, the exhibition served to 
stimulate debate and raise awareness of this key contemporary phenomenon.

CZECH & SLOVAK PAVILION  //  ROMAN FRANC & CAROLYN SMITH, 2018



of The Happenstance.  The results were diverse and 
engaging.  While the space was intended for everyone - 
locals, tourists, and Biennale visitors alike - the majority 
of visitors were Venetian.  The pavilion gave voice to the 
the plethora of local organisations which already operate 
in the city, allowing them to be heard by a much larger 
and more varied audience.  The locals were engaged on 
a purely voluntary basis and the international dimension 
brokered the free use of a space which might otherwise 
have remained closed to the city.

The ‘rough and ready’ Scottish offering couldn’t have been 
more different to that of the British Pavilion which, located 
within the Giardini site, also proposed a ‘free platform’ 
for events and discussion.  The curators were offered a 
broad range of connections to local cultural programmes 
but chose not to respond to these invitations apparently 
due to difficulties in persuading the Biennale to grant 
access to local performers and associated support, even 
for short durations of time.  As a result, the hosted events 
were attended only by those with direct involvement, 
those who timed their entrance to the Biennale in order to 
attend, or those who purchased ‘accredited’ tickets which 
allow unlimited access to the site throughout the Biennale.  
Only one event during this period featured international 
collaboration (with the French Pavilion).17

The two exhibitions from the United Kingdom illustrate 
opposite ends of the spectrum, but neither approach 
can be hailed as a guaranteed recipe for success.  The 
British contribution was a heavy intervention, in terms of 
energy and resources, and ultimately used Venice and the 
Biennale as a means to vent Brexit related angst.  Several 
‘fellows’ who staffed the Pavilion expressed disappointment 
in the limited scope of their experiences, due to the British 
Council’s close control of their engagement with Biennale 
visitors.18  The Scottish approach, by contrast, relied 
heavily on input from local actors to become a resource 
for Venice.  International curators working temporarily in 
Venice have a limited knowledge of the local context and 
are at risk of doing more harm than good if advised poorly.  
The provision of a platform which amplifies potentially 
destructive voices, out of a balanced context, can be 
detrimental to the already fragile civic fabric of the city.

The success of the Scottish Pavilion must be attributed 
to its lead artist (Peter McCaughey) and his local 
advisor (Alberto Lago), but also to its position in the 
heart of Dorsoduro: far from the official Biennale sites 
and embedded within relatively traditional Venice.  The 
Happenstance illustrates how an event series outside 
of the Biennale site can work within this more dispersed 

17. For details on event series 
see: British Council, 
“ISLAND Programme”.

18. We Are Here Venice has 
a voluntary partnership 
agreement with the British 
Council to provide research 
support to Fellows and met 
regularly with successive 
groups during the Biennale 
period.

19. Quote from Architecture 
& Design Scotland, “The 
Happenstance: ‘People 
Come Here With A Smile, 
And Go Out With A Bigger 
Smile’”.

THE SCOTTISH PAVILION  //  WAVE PARTICLE, 2018

The Scottish Pavilion was installed as a playground in the gardens of Palazzo Zenobio 
by WAVEparticle.  While the new apparatus was enjoyed by children, lead artist Peter 
McCaughey explained: “It’s not about children, it’s about the child in all of us, and how that 
type of playful and curious persona is encouraged in all of us. We try to create an encounter 
with everyone who comes into the garden.”19  The garden hosted The Happenstance: a series 
of events featuring local and international groups for ‘all-comers’; turning the play structures 
into art spaces, an open air cinema and a place for conversation, creativity and ‘epiphany’.  
By involving local actors at every stage of the process, the project connected deeply with 
Venice.  The project is now on permanent display by request from the foundation and is a 
brilliant example of how a Freespace can be used to host a diverse range of users. 



Caruso St John Architects and Marcus Taylor created a new ‘Island’ within Venice: using 
scaffolding to build a wooden platform over the British Pavilion’s roof.  The new, elevated area 
offered a space to relax and views across the Venetian lagoon.  The scaffolding suggests a period 
of restoration, or at least of self-criticism and assessment.  The Pavilion’s interior was left empty, 
exhibiting only a few traces of past exhibitions.  The Pavilion was awarded a Special Mention 
from the Biennale as a “courageous proposal that uses emptiness to create a “freespace” for 
events and informal appropriation.”120 Despite this, the Pavilion hosted fewer than ten events 
during the six-month period it was open to the public; the single event involving the local 
community (a performance of The Tempest) was not formally publicised on their Instagram 
(@britishdesign, instead see photos: @chapelier_fou_venise 17-18 November 2018).

BRITISH PAVILION  // HÉLÈNE BINET, 2018

model: spreading the visitor load from the Biennale throughout the 
city while allowing for much greater interaction with Venice in 
socio-economic terms.

The US Pavilion attempted to take a similar tack to the 
Scottish and conceived the citizenSHIP, a mobile initiative 
in addition to their Pavilion-based exhibition which hosted 
a series of events to discuss appropriation and exchange 
in the modern city.  Their aim was to highlight the 
antagonistic relationship between the Biennale economy 
and Venice’s local population.  Bureaucratic obstacles 
rendered these projects largely ineffective and, as the 
curator Niall Atkinson acknowledges, “we, as organizers 
and foreigners, learned the most from these exchanges, 
having been taught extremely important lessons about 
the inventive urbanism of our partners.”  The US Pavilion 
team reached out to, and engaged with, a number of 
local groups and organisations (including We Are Here 
Venice) in their exhibition preparation, absorbing large 
amounts of time, knowledge and material resources.  Too 
often exhibitors imagine that they are the first to consider 
reaching out to the city, while many local organisations are 
contacted by multiple organisers year after year.  While 
Atkinson holds “no illusions about how much impact these 
events have had on any of the structural issues that we 
addressed”,21 this one-sided consumption of resources is 
unsustainable and makes the Biennale appear as more of 
a burden than an opportunity to local actors.

20. Jessel, “Britain’s 
‘Courageous’ Island-Themed 
Pavilion Is Runner-Up At 
Venice”.

21. Comments made to We Are 
Here Venice in Atkinson’s 
Post-Biennale Reflections.



The role of the Biennale institution has changed significantly since its 
inception more than one hundred years ago.  It was conceived as an artistic 
showcase and method of cultural exchange but the early events were also 
an important facet of the contemporary art market.  Sales were banned from 
the Biennale in 1968 and the institution became a Foundation in 2004. The 
commercial aspect has meanwhile moved to another level via sponsorship 
and art galleries’ involvement in cost sharing of exhibitions, installations and 
related events.22

With 615,000 visitors, the ‘cultural experience’ of the Biennale today is one 
of Venice’s best tourist attractions, drawing people from all over the world.  
Experience tourism is a burgeoning market and visitor numbers have grown 
alongside the Biennale’s spatial expansion.  The format and ‘high-brow’ 
appeal of the events means that visitors tend to stay longer in Venice, spend 
more money and are more interested in the culture of Venice than the day-
trippers which are the source of Venice’s problems with tourism.  The spatial 
expansion of the Biennale spreads the visitors and their purchasing power 
throughout the city’s urban form and the scale of the exhibition ensures that 
visitors will need to stay for longer if they hope to see it all.

It is, perhaps, telling that the winner of the Golden Lion at this year’s 
Architecture Biennale was the Swiss Pavilion.  The ‘House Tour’ offering 
was fun and, essentially, thoroughly Instagram-able.  There was no ground 
breaking research; it was the ultimate, beautifully executed, one-liner.  The 
curator’s intentions may have been to make Freespace more relevant to 
Venice, but the winner’s, seemingly, were not.

The disconnect between Venice and its Biennale stems from administrative 
changes brought about by the Fascist regime in the early 1930s.  The early 
Biennale (called Esposizione internazionale d’arte della città di Venezia) was 
a relatively local, if internationally orientated, event.  In 1930-31 the national 
government consciously sought to “sever the Biennale from its Venetian 
roots”, depleting its local character so the event could be repurposed to 
build the national aesthetic culture; in 1931 its name was changed to simply 
Esposizione biennale d’arte.23  While individual curators may attempt to 
engage with the city in more or less meaningful ways, the legacy of this 
change in emphasis is still very evident.

Clearly, all pavilions cannot be expected to work diligently on issues which 
concern Venice: the scope of the exhibition is global and the result would be 
a lack of variation which would grow tiresome very quickly.  At the same time, [O
U
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it seems ironic that exhibitions which pride themselves on 
their interrogation of culture and contemporary thought 
can avoid any semblance of recognition of Venice’s well-
publicised and pressing issues.

The economic benefit to Venice for hosting the Biennale 
is not in dispute, though full analysis of the direct and 
indirect economic benefits is beyond the capacity of this 
study.  The issue is more that these benefits often seem 
relatively remote from the everyday lives of the residents 
of the historic city and their tangible value can be hard to 
communicate.

The cultural and educational contribution of the Biennale is 
often stressed, but the level of engagement of the resident 
population is perceieved to be low.  Every contribution 
may not raise awareness of Venice’s contemporary 
issues, or align itself with local organisations, but the 
scepticism with which many residents view the Biennale 
could be dispelled by explicitly encouraging them to take 
advantage of this cultural resource on their doorstep.  The 
Biennale will know how many Venetian residents visited 
the exhibition as there are specially designated tickets, but 
these figures are not shared.24 

The following analysis illustrates and compares the 
visitor statistics from the 2017 Art Biennale and the 2018 
Architecture Biennale.25  Exact comparison is not always 
possible as the statistical categories vary.  While there 
were 615,000 total visitors to the 2017 Art Biennale, 
and only 275,000 to the 2018 Architecture Biennale, the 
numbers who participated in educational programmes 
was fairly similar: 64,000 and 50,000 respectively; making 
up 10% of those who visited the Art Biennale and 18% 
of those who attended the Architecture Biennale.  The 
Biennale highlights its educational programmes and 
efforts to get young people interested in art and culture; 
31% and 50% of the total visitors to the 2017 Art and 
2018 Architecture Biennale respectively were students 
or young people under the age of 26.  The only statistic 
which references local participation is the number of 
participants in educational activities, of which we are told 
that 16% (Art) and 20% (Architecture) of participants were 
from the Metropolitan City of Venice.  This equates to just 
over 10,000 (Art) or 10,100 (Architecture) participants 
for each event in real terms.  These are not insignificant 
statistics, but must be considered that the Metropolitan 
City of Venice is far larger than the historic city; this figure 
accounts for only 1.23% (Art) or 1.21% (Architecture) of 
the Metropolitan City’s population.26

It is considerably cheaper to visit the Biennale as an 

22. See Adam, 2017 and Scheppe, 
2018 for more on the financial 
relationship between the 
Biennale, national governments 
and art dealers.

23. Stone, 1998, pp. 36-41 (p. 37).

24. We Are Here Venice requested 
a breakdown of visitor data 
from the Biennale on the 16 
October 2018 but received no 
response.

25. Visitor statistics from the 2017 
Art Biennale are available 
online; see La Biennale di 
Venezia, “Art Biennale 2017 
Visitor Numbers”.  Visitor 
statistics for the 2018 
Architecture Biennale were 
publicised in the press release 
on the 24 November 2018; see 
La Biennale di Venezia, Press 
Release Biennale Architettura 
2018.

26. The Venice Metropolitan 
City area comprises 43 
municipalities and contained 
835,000 residents in 2017.  
The resident population of the 
historic city of Venice makes 
up less then 30% of the total 
population.

“Governed by a board of non-
Venetian outsiders, financed 
by sources outside the 
Veneto, its property devolving 
mostly to the central 
government, the changes 
[of 1930-31] reduced the 
city’s control over the Venice 
Biennale to the symbolic.”

Marla Stone
The Patron State, 1998
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international student than as a local resident.  There were 
a variety of ticket packages available for the Biennale in 
2018, which featured slightly different arrangements for 
access to the various sites - single day tickets were the 
cheapest, while tickets which allow you to visit both sites 
on two consecutive days were more expensive and there 
was a slight discount if you planned to visit both sites, but 
on non-consecutive days.  There was, however, no ‘off-
peak’ ticket.  We believe the introduction of such an option 
would help to spread the load of visitors more evenly and 
even stimulate ticket sales, by incentivising visitors to 
come in the quieter October and November months.

The resident population of the historic city is dramatically 
smaller than that of the entire Municipality of Venice and 
stands at just over 53,000 (approximately 26%).  While 
granting free passes to residents may not be practical, the 
Biennale could offer free, or significantly reduced, passes 
to those who are both resident within the città antica 
and qualify for concessions (those under 26, students 
at a Venetian university and those over 65).  This would 
cater for 46% of the resident population of the historic city 
but only amount to 25,000 passes; it would not impede 
significantly on ticket sales.  It is not uncommon for State 
and Civic Museums to have a series of special days 
when residents are allowed in for free.  Every Wednesday 
admission to the Pinault Foundation museums (Punta 
della Dogana and Palazzo Grassi) is free for residents 
of the Metropolitan City of Venice and for students 
enrolled at Università Ca’ Foscari, Università Iuav, 
Accademia di Belle Arti di Venezia, Venice International 
University, Conservatorio Benedetto Marcello.  The Peggy 
Guggenheim Foundation allows free entry to Venetian 
residents for the week running up to (and including) the 
Festa della Salute on the 21st of November.  In contrast, 
and despite its far larger size, the Biennale  only allows 
discounted tickets (€5 entry) for Venetian residents on the 
day of the Festa, and this is under-publicised.

Analysis of the Biennale’s financial statements shows 
that in recent years the institution has made a profit of 
€4 million on its Art exhibition years and a loss of €2 
million on its Architecture event years.27  Even within these 
alternating balances there is a significant margin which 
could permit the Biennale to be more generous in its policy 
on passes for residents of the historic city.

The rigid restrictions on access to the Arsenale and 
Giardini sites is alienating; Pavilions often struggle to 
arrange passes for performers and even Programme 
Partners for the British Council must purchase their own 
passes in order to attend events.28  There are many 

27. See La Biennale di Venezia, 
“Transparenza”.

28. We Are Here Venice has 
a voluntary partnership 
agreement with the 
British Council and is in 
regular contact with the 
communications team.
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events hosted within the Giardini and 
Arsenale which could be of interest 
to - and be enriched by - local 
participation.  The venues outside 
of the official sites are the only ones 
which are genuinely accessible to the 
local population.  The 2018 Scottish 
Pavilion highlighted the benefits of 
accessibility this year, while the British 
Pavilion betrayed its Special Mention 
from the Biennale jury specifically as 
a result of accessibility issues and it 
wasn’t alone.  The Belgian Pavilion 
also provided an empty chamber, 
intended for spontaneous debate on 
European issues, but participation 
from Biennale visitors did not meet 
expectations; the shortfall was 
exacerbated by the exclusion of the 
local population.29 Other national 
participants within the Giardini stand 
to benefit greatly from an increase in 
local participation, which could enrich 
and give meaning to sterile talk series 
and exhibition spaces.  If Venetian 
residents are invited to visit the 
Biennale, they are much less likely to 
view it as an imposition on their city 
and to feel like exhibited specimens 
from an endangered species when 
they do participate.

29. Comments from the Pavilion 
invigilator.

THE BELGIAN PAVILION  //  PHILIPE BRAQUENIER, 2018

The Belgian Pavilion’s ‘Eurotopie’, by Roxane Le Grelle, Léone Drapeaud, Manuel León Fanjul 
and Johnny Leya, invited visitors to sit within the amphitheatre which filled its walls; to discuss 
and debate the future of Europe in the context of rising nationalism and Brexit.  The steps 
were painted bright blue after the European flag; the tiered seating referenced the agorae 
of Ancient Greece.  The steps provided both seating places and obstacles to be navigated 
and explored.  The Pavilion’s relationship with Venice was deliberately ambiguous: in this new 
‘European Quarter’ space visitors were invited to consider the multi-faceted continent which 
unites a multitude of cultures, spaces and places.  The concept was poignant and visually 
striking but the space dwarfed the numbers who gathered within it; few visitors participated in 
the spontaneous, meaningful debate envisaged by the curators.



In an age of a proliferation of international exhibitions, countless distractions 
and sharply reduced attention spans, the question remains as to whether 
a temporary event can carry significance beyond its limited time period in 
Venice.  Whether or not the awareness raised by the exhibitions is lasting, 
the transitory nature of the Biennale means that its initiatives lack continuity 
and, even when the stated intention is to connect with Venice, they struggle 
to establish deeper roots within the metabolism of the city.  

The most self-evident problem with hosting such large temporary events is 
the vast amount of material consumption.  ReBiennale is a local organisation 
that was founded in 2008 to address the lack of an official Biennale recovery, 
recycling or disposal plan.29  It is now, ten years later, an efficient and 
competitive operation, though exhibitors are not obligated to use or even 
consider these strategies.  The main limitation for ReBiennale’s service is 
their lack of convenient storage space: they can only process materials 
which they can immediately redistribute.  To better counter the enormous 
amount of waste that is still produced, We are here Venice proposes making 
contributors more aware of the services available to them.  A database 
similar to the Biennale Bacheca could help to connect local activities with the 
resources derived from the dismantling of installations.  In addition, spaces 
within the extensive Arsenale site (either areas designated to the Biennale 
or those controlled by the Municipality) could be used by local organisations, 
such as ReBiennale, for material storage.  With a little foresight, some 
materials could even be reused from one Biennale to the next, providing 
significant savings towards exhibition costs and environmental externalities.

Even when Biennale curators do intend to repurpose exhibition pieces, the 
administration involved in the procedures is restrictive and can be debilitating: 
where there’s a will, there isn’t always a way.  It was the intention of muf 
architecture/art, the curators of the British Pavilion’s ‘Villa Frankenstein’, to 
repurpose the Stadium of Close Looking, following the Architecture Biennale 
in 2010.  Despite locating an elementary school on Giudecca to rebuild and 
make use of the stadium, the bureaucratic procedures involved proved 
prohibitive.30

A more detailed study of the factors which might improve contributors’ 
engagement with the city is necessary.  The bureaucratic restrictions are 
significant and more needs to be done to reuse or appropriately recycle 
exhibits.  The Biennale must address, in conversation with the local 
administration, the unsustainable lifespan of exhibitions and the red tape 
which perpetuates these issues.  It is noteworthy that the same city that [A
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BRITISH PAVILION  // MUF ARCHITECTURE, 2010

muf architecture/art curated the 2010 British Pavilion ‘Villa Frankenstein’ and were pioneers 
in specifically making an effort to engage with local actors at every stage of the process, 
from design to afterlife.  The 1:10 part-model of the London 2012 Olympic Stadium was 
constructed by local craftsmen from Giudecca, in collaboration with engineers from London.  
The intention was for the stadium to be gifted to Venice after the Biennale and used to 
host drawing workshops and discussions.  However, following the Biennale, a plethora of 
bureaucratic hurdles and sponsorship issues plagued the project.  After several years and 
a succession of potential-turned-inoperable destinations, the metal components were stolen 
and the stockpile was vandalised.  Eventually the remains were donated to, who recycled the 
timber for construction purposes.



CASERMA PEPE  //  SALEM MOSTEFAOUI, 2018

Encore Heureux and Collectif ETC curated this year’s French Pavilion, working in collaboration 
with the local organisation Biennale Urbana.  The exhibition presented within the French 
Pavilion was a summary of ten ‘infinite spaces’ of social experimentation, including their 
creative re-use of the Caserma Pépé on the Lido.  Experimental lodgings were constructed for 
workers and guests, instead of using the budget for hotels, and the derelict military barracks 
were temporarily transformed into event spaces and pop-up restaurants open to the public.  
The project explored the boundaries of Biennale and what might be considered ‘inside’ and 
‘outside’ of the exhibition’s scope “as a cultural institution and a territory”.  The collaboration 
lent international weight to Biennale Urbana and gave the French contributors a site and 
mechanism through which to continue their ‘Infinite Spaces’ work in Venice.

suffers from a lack of housing - and contains more than 
1,000 (publicly owned) apartments which await restoration 
- also disposes of tonnes of construction materials every 
year.

Finding sponsorship for afterlife applications of exhibition 
pieces is particularly difficult.  The Biennale is an amazing 
platform for international exposure but Venice doesn’t only 
exist for six months of the year.  While many sponsors 
are keen to be visibly involved in Venetian projects during 
the Biennale period, there are few who are willing to take 
on projects which may have much more effect locally, but 
aren’t as visible.31  The dominance of the Biennale-linked 
economy tends to block other types of productive activity.  
The problematic combination of the Biennale’s transitory 
nature, coupled with its limited exchanges with the local 
economy, makes it an unsustainable model to preserve 
Venice as a living city.

The provision of local jobs within the historic city is 
often cited as a tangible benefit to the host community.  
However the Biennale’s cyclical nature means that the 
work provided is predominantly seasonal and part-time; 
these are not regular salaries which can sustain residents 
within the historic city.  The Pavilions themselves tend to 
be staffed by students who are paid very little or, in some 
cases, nothing at all.32  While Biennale workers may swell 
the city’s resident population, the intermittent nature of 
the accommodation demand only exacerbates the city’s 
seasonal volatility, decreasing the viability of longer term 
rental leases and feasibility of local shops and businesses.

An institution the size of the Biennale could, for example, 
foster the broader development  of hospitality services of 
Venice and provide transferable skills training by using 
local catering.  At present, the Biennale imports large 
quantities of food from industrial caterers.  This results 
in vast amounts of relatively expensive food in plastic 
packaging and loses a potentially significant income for 
Venice.  Given the predictability of the quantities and 
services, and the considerable area at the disposal of the 
Biennale in the Arsenale site, we imagine the institution 
could diversify to run a catering division which would equip 
workers with marketable skills and provide local, engaging 
cuisine for Biennale visitors.

This year’s French Pavilion is an excellent example 
of a contribution which not only maintained a national 
pavilion in the Giardini site but also managed to work 
with local actors to create a more lasting and significant 
impact for Venice.  The collaboration lent weight to a 
local movement, gaining temporary public access to the 

29. See rebiennale.org

30. See Sovrani, 2016 for more 
detail on the process.

31. The Korean Tide Gauge 
Project during the 2017 Art 
Biennale is the exception which 
proves the rule.  Donations 
collected during the Biennale 
were used to restore a vital 
tide gauge monitoring device 
at Misericordia.  See Gilmour, 
2018 (a).

32. The students who staffed the 
Hungarian Pavilion at the 2018 
Architecture Biennale were 
not paid or provided with an 
allowance during their time in 
Venice.

“With architecture, whatever 
we create for private use 
becomes a structure in 
public space... Architecture 
can therefore be both an 
instrument of awareness and 
of the political capacity of 
a community, as well as an 
instrument of the generosity 
of an individual.”

Paolo Baratta
La Biennale di Architettura Press 
Conference 2018



Caserma Pépé barracks on the Lido and a year-long extension 
to Biennale Urbana’s lease of the space.   The French 
Pavilion’s accommodation budget was used to create a 
vibrant and interactive space which fed into the narrative 
of the national pavilion, while integrating and engaging the 
local community.

The project was an excellent example of a mutually 
beneficial relationship between international and local 
organisations, that succeeded in bringing a derelict ex-
military site back to life.  These disused sites, like the 
Arsenale, are expensive to restore and maintain.  Perhaps 
the future of the smaller and more manageable Caserma 
Pépé barracks will provide an interesting precedent with 
its ‘life after Biennale’ that could be applied back to the 
Arsenale itself.

LORENZO QUINN “SUPPORT”  //  HALCYON GALLERY, 2017



[1] ENGAGE WITH VENICE.  
 The city is more than a beautiful backdrop, it is a microcosm of globally relevant 

issues.

[2] THINK OUTSIDE OF THE BOX.  
 Venice doesn’t need to be centre stage for the exhibition to be relevant to the city.

[3] BE AWARE OF THE RESOURCES YOU CONSUME. 
 Collaboration with local organisations is admirable but while you may be offering 

recognition and resources you are not alone: many pavilions will be reaching out 
and attempting to do the same.  Meeting with local actors will help to inform your 
insight into the city but recognise that these collaborations absorb precious time.

[4] HONESTY IS BETTER THAN TOKENISM.  
 Exhibitors and curators deserve complete freedom in their work; sometimes 

engaging with Venice is just not relevant.  Superficial references and empty 
gestures are not appreciated.

[5] REMEMBER YOU ARE A GUEST. 
 The Biennale is a guest in the historic city; the Pavilions are guests within the 

Biennale.  Even if you do not choose to directly engage with Venice, make sure 
you treat it with respect.

[6] BEGIN WITH YOUR EYES OPEN.
 Be aware of the bureaucratic hurdles you will face and begin dialogue with the 

Biennale administration early to ensure that your promises are deliverable and 
realistic.  If hurdles are faced, tell people about it!  We Are Here Venice is building 
a knowledge base which can be used to help to address and circumvent these 
challenges.

[7] BEWARE OF STRANGERS BEARING GIFTS.
 Curators are not expected to have detailed knowledge of Venice’s socio-political 

context but this leaves them vulnerable.  Sometimes, even with the best will in the 
world, it’s possible to do more harm than good if advised poorly. 

[8] CONSIDER THE LASTING IMPACT OF THE EXHIBITION.
 Spend your money wisely; plan both the lasting impact of the exhibition while 

working to reduce the waste produced.

[9] DON’T BE AFRAID TO THINK BIG. 
 Real change is stimulated by imagination and design.  The Biennale is an incredible 

platform to experiment and dream of a different future - for both Venice and the 
world.  Exhibitors and curators can use this platform and produce meaningful 
research to cultivate positive change.  The Biennale doesn’t need to be self-
referential, it has a place in both contemporary debates and future solutions. 
#thefuturestartsnow

[10] ENJOY VENICE.
 Even if organisational proceedures are more complicated, there is lots to learn 

from the living city.

UNINVITED 
PROPOSITIONS:
ADVICE FOR 
FUTURE 
CURATORS & 
EXHIBITORS
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